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Product Owner Statement
Moat is a SaaS analytics company focused on transforming brand advertising online.  Moat
Analytics is a proprietary solution for advertisers and publishers to measure ad effectiveness
and content engagement, exposing a new lens of attention measurement that moves beyond
traditional digital metrics. Moat is leading the shift towards Viewability and defining the value of
Attention metrics – clearly evidenced in our ability to create and report on new metrics and the
use of multiple methods to ensure the highest level of Viewable Impression Measurability.

Moat provides a full-suite of Attention Metrics including MRC Accredited Viewability (accredited
for both Display and Video) via an intuitive, self-service, and real-time dashboard that allows
reporting of each metric from the Advertiser down to the Creative Level (also Sites,
Placements, Domains, Browser, Device, Size). Moat is focused on delivering innovative
products and new metrics at scale as clients and the industry demand. Examples of client-
need based metrics include Video Player size reporting and daisy-chain reporting. Pre-bid
solutions for optimization and bot/fraud detection metrics are also available.
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Moat Analytics

ABC Test Results
Did the product perform as expected in the following scenarios?

Scenarios

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

Browsers

Ad is in view
but served

within multiple
cross-domain

IFRAMEs

Browser
window is
moved off
viewport

Page is scrolled
away from ad

Browser is
resized so that
less than 50%
of ad is visible

Page carrying
ad is opened in
a hidden page

Page carrying
ad is opened in

a hidden tab
Page carrying
ad loses focus

Firefox
Windows Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Chrome
Windows Yes Yes Yes Not tested Yes Not tested Yes

IE8
Windows Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

IE11
Windows Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Safari
MacOS Yes Not tested Yes Yes Not tested Not tested Not tested

Notes
“Not tested” shows where a particular test, in a particular browser, was not possible due to technical limitations in the testing and should not be
considered a technical limitation of the product tested.

Measuring in relation to Asset Render
In relation to the JICWEBS testing Principle No. 4, we asked each product to state at what point the measurement of viewability occurs in relation to
asset render – in other words, whether measurement starts before, during or after delivery of the content creative.
The response from Moat Analytics is as follows:

The Moat tag is generally implemented on a creative by appending it after the creative code. Moat tag technology measures the actual ad creative for
all its creative-focused metrics including viewability and beyond. Tracking of the ad creative for viewability and all other creative-focused metrics only
begins after the creative has fully loaded and rendered on the page.

Our programme did not specifically confirm these statements other than ensuring results obtained were (or were not) as expected in each scenario.

ABC’s Viewability Certification Programme
Objective
The objective of ABC’s testing is to verify whether a product is capable of counting viewable impressions in accordance with the JICWEBS Viewability
Product Principles. For the purpose of this Certification Programme, “capable” is defined as: once configured, the product consistently measures and
reports as expected under a variety of scenarios during the period of testing in the test environment.

Scope
The certification process involves ABC conducting seven behaviour scenario tests in a controlled environment across five commonly used
combinations of browser and operating system (OS) chosen after consultation with the industry.
The test environment has the following features:
 - Tests were run on Windows 7 and MAC OS X at various screen resolutions.
 - The following browsers were used: Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Internet Explorer 8 and Internet Explorer 11.
 - A viewable impression was defined as at least 50% of the asset’s area visible for at least one continuous second.
 - Our tests were consistent for all products.

Outside of Scope
ABC’s testing is designed solely to confirm that the viewability product is capable, when configured correctly, of reporting viewability as expected in the
behaviour scenarios tested. These tests do not guarantee that the product will function in all browser or device combinations in live environments.
It should be noted that:
 - Testing was at a point in time and on a limited scale in our controlled environment.
 - The test programme did not seek to verify the scalability of the product.
 - The context of testing did not fully reflect real life conditions such as multiple campaigns running on multiple sites.
 - The test programme did not attempt to quantify the implementation time necessary for live use.

ABC Testing Statement
Our testing was carried out in accordance with the JICWEBS Viewability Product Principles. In our opinion the results fairly reflect the test programme
carried out.
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